At a time when humanity experiences its greatest advances, major conflicts and abuses arise around the world due to a lack of humanism and reason within the meaning of the Enlightenment. Modernity and western comfort in our globalized society have not helped share and balance the wealth, nor preserve the natural resources; it has not prevented crimes against humanity nor the most insane dictatorial actions of the 20 th and early 21 st centuries. This went hand in hand with a massive degradation of the environment. Could the animal be the solution to all the mistakes we have made during the last century, instead of being considered an inferior, a slave? Could he not be the one who has managed the best in the fields of intelligence, self-regulation and respect of his vital environment? Should we not rather turn toward the animal to find a new balanced model? Respecting the environment and his peers seems to be the most striking evidence of intelligence, does it not? The animal has achieved this. Man has not. Focusing on the way man has treated animals may therefore help us to understand why we have treated our peers so badly.
Animals. -When we learn that they have a soul, we shall recover ours. (François Vaucluse) environment and his peers seems to be the most striking evidence of intelligence, does it not? The animal has achieved this. Man has not. Biologically speaking, man is an animal like the others. He will eventually disappear in the long term, like the others. Then, for once, let us focus on the animal besides which we live and let us try to understand better how man should have been, or could have been, if only he had listened better to his deeper nature instead of being under the thumb of a primarily economic 1 and cultural environment. The century-old debate between Rousseau and Voltaire has never been such a topical issue if we can read further for it put the notion of nature back at the core of debates, where human nature is destroyed, denied, repressed and despised. Not a single animal on Earth has caused so much damage to its environment as man has since he came to being. Is it his higher intelligence that distinguishes him from the animal? Have we not shown too much of a spirit of conquest, of thoughtless superiority, of self-assertion, of excessive consumerism in order to dominate men and animals? Could all this abuses not be responsible for our ills? Should we not go back to our basics and priorities? To what we really are? That is, a tiny element among other equally tiny elements within a huge natural chain whose balance is very fragile from now on.
Within half a century, human beings have polluted their surroundings, just like bacteria live from their environment and destroy it, man lives and grows at the expense of his environment. Defending human ethics and claiming Human Rights, without defending ethics of living at the same time will not help human cause, since both are intimately interrelated. Indeed, until Universal Human Rights are applied to animals and their environment (our environment) too, man will self-destroy himself and destroy his environment, for unlike the animal, he seems to have lost a natural intelligence telling him to stop destroying what allows him to live. Only common sense laws and rights could make him see reason since he cannot reason himself, a matter Kant did not think of when he wrote his syllabus on pure reason… The question of preserving the planet is part of a transdisciplinary program, and includes scientific, legal, economic and philosophical disciplines.
Focusing on the way man has treated animals may therefore help us to understand why we have treated our peers so badly. Defending ethics in sciences and in social, political and entrepreneurial practices, making human and animal rights prevail in order to protect the dignity of the living around us, becomes one of the most urgent and important issue of the 21 st century.
This also requires a better understanding of a few lexical definitions.
Animal, a matter of definition?
Indeed, definitions of the most basic words are often vague and even erroneous. The meanings of words evolve over time. Words change according to the context they are used in, or merge with words from different languages, thus creating new concepts; this is what defines a living language. Languages grow, and with them, definitions and words evolve together, yet quite more slowly than dictionaries, usages and practices. Some definitions could benefit from a reformulation in the light of the latest scientific advances.
Since Antiquity, humanity has been defined either by what shows exactly its absence of humanity (tortures, wars, genocides), or by what distinguishes it from the animal (civilization, beliefs, architectural works, cultures, languages, sufferings, sensibility, intelligence).
Yet, for the first time in the history of mankind, scientists studying phylogenies and ethology have shown that the animal is endowed with a sophisticated cognitive apparatus, allowing him to solve complex problems (cf. exercises made by/with octopuses, primates, pigs, horses, ravens, rats, elephants, dolphins…); to use and improve tools or strategies to reach his goals (bonobos, chimpanzees); and to have an organization and sociofamilial memories to protect his group (hamadryas baboons, dolphins, elephants, meerkats). We must then recognize that the animals are a living being enjoying great sensibility, which can make him feel fear, empathy, suffering, anxiety, happiness, sorrow or maternal love; emotions previously reserved for human beings only. Recently, it has also been discovered that animal violence or "savagery" is mainly linked (and limited) to its instincts of hunger, reproduction, protection of the young, and, in the case of specific primate species, protection of their territories; but there is no gratuitous or sadistic violence in animal behavior. Today, scientists assert that the animal has codes of behavior beginning to be understood by human: many biologists and passionate amateurs have blended into the most unwelcoming communities (sharks, wolfs, killer whales, lions, hyenas) simply by learning how to behave, call, breath and move like them. By doing so, they have been accepted by animals very often demonized slaughtered for wrong beliefs. It is observed that the animal knows how to establish positive relationships with the least-expected congeners (catsquirrel, cat-hedgehog, lioness-monkey, tiger-piglet). This tends to show an opening from the animals towards the cubs of other species, even if they belong to the predators of their own food chain. There is also evidence that the animal can communicate: combination and variations of animal calls, movements, flights, looks and body gestures allow efficient communication within a group (meerkats, desert marmots, primates, elephants, bees) that other species (birds, rodents, ants) can understand and benefit from. Moreover, we know that mammals dream and have different sleep stages (light, sleep, paradoxical), which many philosophers keep denying today, even though this statement is extremely obvious to anyone possessing a pet. Specific behaviors on the occasion of the death of a group member can also be observed in certain species. Finally, we are all convinced of the architectural and organizational ingenuity of a beehive, an anthill, a termite mounds or some underground galleries.
We are therefore entering the 21 st century with more knowledge and new challenges, but also with a collapsing pile of certitudes since we know that humankind will no longer have the exclusivity of thinking, feeling and sensibility.
Inconceivable a century ago, present-day's observations and scientific and philosophic progress disturb yesterday and today's references: Homo sapiens is no longer the only wise and intelligent being. A fact that could shake his fragile pedestal.
The expression of thought and the ability of dreaming have been associated with the act of talking, by centuries of philosophy. Only language could prove intelligence; a comfortable theory fostering human supremacy over all other non-speaking species. In any case, it would have given man the opportunity to overcome animals and, for centuries, other humans with different habits and customs than the "dominant human being". At a time when sciences prove animal intelligence and sensibility, we are entitled to hope that the 21 st century will see the end of these excesses.
Definitions and uses
The scientific advances also alter the meanings and uses of the concepts humanity and animality. In what contexts are those two words used together? Often in specific situations: when man behaves voluntarily, or even sadistically, as a torturer; when he has an aggressive or belligerent behavior; when he commits serial murders, rapes; when he decimates entire ethnic groups. In those cases, man always acts according to the animal lurking inside him; never is the human at the controls at that point. Yet, it is not a matter of animal behavior nor human behavior but really of monstrous behavior, for not a single animal would ever plan on the extermination of members of his species or community. It becomes essential to choose the words carefully when dealing with the monstrous acts performed by man systematically associated with his "animality". There is a serious confusion between the terms animal and monster: an animal is not a monster, but man has often been one in history. Indeed, in many cases, animality should be replaced by monstrosity, hence preventing implicit amalgams (amalgams which become very explicit once in the field). Is it just a stylistic detail then? Not at all, for words build thoughts, and thoughts build words. Moreover, we end up not respecting animals because we always bring forward animal monstrosity and human animality in the darkest situations. Why should we respect the animal when he is the reason of human's worst atrocities?
Let us have a look at what lies behind the definitions of human and animal, or humanity and animality. Let us read what answers are given in a very general dictionary on the Internet, l'Internaute.com. In France, you will invariably be oriented toward this site first when searching for the meaning of a word on a search engine (such as Google). Hence, l'Internaute.com is certainly used more often than Le Robert or Le Larousse in paper format. Also, it defines itself as "The number 1 news site in France". It exerts a certain influence on French society then, even if it probably has counterparts in other languages and other countries.
Let us compare the few definitions we are interested in. The semantic and semiotic gap between animal and human realms is wide and extremely polarized. On one side, kindness and compassion are the most important characteristics, while the other side is rather defined by words such as coarseness, lack of intelligence and brutality. In short, the beast is stupid, which strengthens the confusion between the literal and the figurative senses and blurs the boundaries (in French: être bête versus la bête).
Cogito versus Animalis or an anti-animal "humanist" philosophy
How can we change the look of man towards animal, how can we respect animal (and hence, Man) when even the definitions in dictionaries are not precise? How can we respect bestiality if it is only brutality?
Recent scientific works try to make us rethink our definitions, to review what sticks behind the old tags of humanity and animality. What does "being human" and "being animal" imply? Can we still talk about something concerning specifically man, when intelligence, sensibility and animal organization are scientifically proven? Descartes is considered the father of modern philosophy 3 since his cogito, to the point that a French university is called after him. Since the 17 th century, he has influenced generations of scientists and philosophers. Yet, he only saw animal as a machine 4 , a common automaton. Descartes thought animals react by automatic response, instinct, stimulus but are not a sensitive nor intelligent beings, otherwise they would know how to express themselves, using a language understood by humans. An animal cannot think either, for thinking is inseparable from speaking! 5 He only acts by instinct. And of course, he does not have a soul, since the soul is interdependent with the thought. There is only one possible intelligence, according to Descartes: human intelligence. When the animal used to scream in pain or fear under the weight of the burden, it only showed the malfunctioning of some cog in the machine, a machine necessarily devoid of thought and soul.
Towards anima
From soul? We are here at the very heart of the debate, with the universal key-word connecting human and animal, the meaning and the significance that would help theologians and philosophers to ask themselves a few "questions of definition" related to the soul, a concept specific to man in philosophy and theology, but whose etymologic origin is anima, that is animal! And for good reasons: the term animal comes from the Latin word animal, animal "be alive", derived from anima "breath of life, vital principle". In a word: soul of the living! And some religious people and believers do know it, since religions require that any animal to be eaten must be drained of blood, for the blood is believed to contain the souls of the livings since Antiquity and the soul must not be eaten. Today again, some people keep claiming the right of killing animals like we used to do in ancient times, by draining out the blood to remove the soul 6 … Aristotle is the first in De anima (On the Soul) to explain what the soul is: "the soul is the first grade of actuality of a natural body having life potentially in it" 7 . He differentiates it in four parts: the vegetative (reproduction and growth), the sensitive (feeling and sensing), the mobility (moving) and the intellective one (understanding). According to Aristotle, the animal does not possess an intellective soul, exclusively reserved for beings like "man and possibly another order like man or superior to him 8 ".
According to Jean Prieur, on the contrary:
If by soul one means the non corporeal part of a being, the seat of sensibility, of understanding and of will, the source of thoughts, of emotional ties and passions, the common subject of all the affective and intelligent modifications in one's consciousness, yes animals do have a soul. If by soul one means courage, noble sentiments, the generous instincts of an individuality considered from a moral point of view, yes animals do have a soul. If by soul we mean, an immaterial principle, but yet subtle and substantial, which leaves the body at the time of death, if by soul we mean a double of the being resembling what he was and allowing him to continue to live in the other world, yes, animals do have a soul. I shall say more, the animal is a soul: animal est anima.
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The animal is the soul, for the soul is the proof of the living, and animal is the living par excellence. Hence, the cycle is complete.
Then why so little respect is shown towards the animal? Denying the soul, the intelligence, the thought, the social and familial organization and the communication of the animal was the easiest technique for man to claim the right 10 to enslave animals and other men, wasn't it?
Voltaire had seen it right when he said: "Hunting is the surest means to suppress men's feelings towards the creatures who surround them." 11 Hunting may be compared to the pleasure of killing, just like today's industrial breeding, a genuine legalized slaughterhouse, or still the bullfighting, French and Spanish "cultural" heritage, Emile Zola described as "Corrida is neither an art nor a culture but the torture of a designated victim" 12 , a statement we fully support. Man still behaves today as a Neanderthal man, proving that humanity is still at the very beginning of its long evolution.
Disturbing question for atheist consciences and monotheist beliefs
Hindus, Buddhists and Jaïnists do not see any separation between humanity and animality: animals are seen as carefree children, that is why they must be helped and respected. This point-of-view explains the presence of highly-vegetarian communities who respect the living 13 . There, the cruel and brutal man is named demon and not animal. But what is a demon if not a monster? Our so-called modern and evolved societies have caused great harm to the animal by systematically confusing animal and monster.
This question bothers Western consciences, and is either denied or repelled. Some even refuse to address the subject. It also disturbs the big economic and entrepreneurial lobbies that benefit from animal slavery for mass consumption, arguing that this food is for man's consumption. Is that so? 14 Scientists in universities are more sensitive to the animal than the scholars in human and social research. Indeed, many claim that taking interest in animal welfare means neglecting major humanitarian causes and reveals a latent form of misanthropy. Is it impossible to study both the questions of man and animal, and of animal and man? Why (since Descartes?) studying one question would prevent from studying the other? Is it anti-humanist to try to remove man from his pedestal and replace him within the natural chain where he would behave ethically with other species? Is trying to avoid any form of suffering of other species similar to neglecting humanitarian causes? It is as though being a humanist meant taking interest in man only! In order to study the question of animal suffering without being judged negatively or criticized, shall we have to wait until the last man on earth has stopped suffering?
Facing such an absurd situation, George Thorndike Angell, an American man of law of the 19 th century gave the answer: "I am sometimes asked 'Why do you spend so much of your time and money talking about kindness to animals when there is so much cruelty to men?' I answer: 'I am working at the roots".
Indeed, one must always pull the problem out by the (lexical!) roots… Similarly, Louise Michel had to defend and justify herself for taking interest in animal welfare:
I was often accused of having more solicitude for animals than people: why feel some pity for beasts when reasonable beings are so unhappy ? It's just that everything is connected, from the bird whose nest one crushes to the human nests decimated by war. The beast dies of hunger in its hole, man dies of it far from the bounds. And the animal's heart is just like the human heart, its brain like a man's brain, capable of feeling and understanding. No matter how much one will step upon it, the heat and the spark will always return.
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Just like Emile Zola said "The fate of animals is of greater importance to me than the fear of appearing ridiculous; it is indissolubly connected with the fate of men." Yet, who has denounced human suffering more efficiently than Zola? Was it because he was so sensitive to animal suffering that he has depicted human suffering so well, calling the man enslaved by the system a "human beast"? But still today, studying the animal means taking the risk to be ludicrous, suspicious and even strange. It was true at the time of Zola, but two centuries later, nothing has changed: no progress has been made in this field either.
Humanity versus Animality?
How did we come to this point? Why are we facing such a tough choice today? It is because humanity and animality have always been presented as two opposite sides, when they are complementary… Let us read Claude Lévi-Strauss:
Could not the western man understand that in assuming the right to radically separate humanity from animality, in granting to the first what he was denying from the other, he was opening a cursed circle, and that the same border , constantly pushed back would serve to separate more men from other men, and would serve to claim, for always more limited minorities, the privilege of a humanism, corrupt at the start for having borrowed from his pride its principle and its notion.
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It is quite similar to what Marguerite Yourcenar was thinking when she said "Man has little chance to stop being a torturer for man so long as he will continue to practice on the animal his job as executioner." 17 The child beating or torturing an animal will physically or psychologically beat a human being when grown up. The violence perpetrated by children against animals remains anchored in minds for a long time, sometimes for the worst. Pythagoras already thought so: "So long as men will slaughter animals, they will kill one another. He who seeds murder and pain cannot harvest joy and love" 18 . Montaigne also thought quite the same: "Those who are naturally bloodthirsty when it comes to animals, show a natural propensity for cruelty" 19 .
In a word: for the human being to learn and respect his peers, he must first learn and respect animals. For we cannot help wondering why the Homo Sapiens Sapiens 20 has not stopped waging wars since he arrived on earth, when none of the other living species run "world" wars. Some primates (macaques, gorillas) do fight for their territories but they will never end up decimating their own species, even locally. Generally, animals kill for food and reproduction. They stop killing when they are fed and have a partner. The human being is starkly different. He kills even when full. He kills even when satisfied. And Leonardo da Vinci had clearly understood it: "Man is truly the king of all animals, for his cruelty is greater than that of animals. We live from the others' death, we are walking tombs" 21 Leonardo da Vinci who was -not a well-known fact -a vegetarian said: "I gave up years ago the use of meat, and one day will come when the killing of an animal will be condemned just like the killing of a human being." 22 We are impatiently expecting this day, at least to see if the thoughts of the great writers and philosophers quoted in this paper come true. Even if we have a long time, the machine is running. 23 In Hindus and Buddhists communities, there is no difference of nature between human and animal beings, but a difference of degree. Darwin did not think quite differently when he said that the human and the animal diverge in degree and not in genre.
Towards the respect for the living, the whole living
The majority of the population has not quite yet integrated all of these semantic and philosophical shades in favor of the respect for the living of any kind: Ahimsā, in Hindu, Buddhist and Jainism means to not cause any harm to any living being. For Tom Regan, the animal philosophy stands up for peace and against any kind of violence; it is a philosophy of peace. During a debate at the Royal Institution of Great Britain, he 24 argued that "The animal and the human share a fundamental right, the right to be treated with respect" which is quite rare on this planet.
Claude Lévi-Strauss :
The problems raised by racial prejudices reflect on the human scale a much greater problem whose solution is even more urgent : that of the relationship of man with the other living creatures… The respect which we wish to obtain from man towards his kin is only a specific case of the respect we should have for all forms of life 25 .
That is to say, the ethics of the living should be developed on a massive scale and in every scientific domain. In the area of ethics of living and animal respect, Asian philosophies and religions have given us the greatest lessons in human thought… A pacific world could not grow to the detriment of the living, whichever it is. Romain Rolland: "Cruelty toward animals and even indifference towards their suffering is in my view one of the heaviest sins of humanity. It is the basis of human perversion. If man creates so much suffering, what right does he have to complain about his own suffering?". 26 Romain Rolland thought and said it right, just like Theodor Adorno: "Auschwitz begins wherever someone looks at a slaughter house and thinks : they are only animals. " 27 How many people who like their pet, say while eating their daily steak: "It's true, they must have suffered during the rearing, then at the slaughterhouse, but let's not think about it, otherwise we won't eat anything!". But thinking is proper to man, isn't it? This is thanks to his enlightened thinking that he has given himself every right. Man must think and talk if he wants to claim his supremacy on earth. He has to think for the sole purpose of the superior role he has set for himself. He must think every time he tortures, he must think every time he kills, he must think every time he cuts a throat, he must think every time he eats an animal carcass… Indeed, if man ceases to think, he will be worth less than an animal, for we know it now, animal does think. The cogito ergo sum is obsolete, we are now living in the era of the cogito quod sum, I think because I am, knowing that the animal is as well, therefore he thinks! 28 This changes all our patterns of thinking…
The big crimes against mankind that happened during the 20 th century and still happen today, germinate in an education where the respect for living is far from being a priority issue, if it exists at all. Revising human priorities will give back his right place to the animal and will offer the dignity human beings aspire to but which they have not reached yet.
In this context, animals and human beings will not stop from suffering under the burden of Man (who calls himself a humanist) as long as the meaning of certain strategic words is not updated and reintegrated within the thoughts, languages and legislation, according to the latest scientific discoveries. In 1993, Umberto Eco wrote in "Le Monde" of October 3 rd : "In order to be tolerant, the limits of what is tolerable must be established". But man has gone beyond the limits of what is tolerable so many times, and continues, today more than ever.
Many other definitions give now rights to debates. The question of definitions is wide and problematic, but questioning them throws a clearer light. Along the centuries, words accumulate meanings and integrate the language, adopting idioms that can be hard to undo. This is especially the case when those idioms become language reflexes, metaphors, proverbs or sayings and enter the thoughts, the cultures and the religions throughout time. Changing a habit, a food custom, a tradition or a belief is a very longterm strategy.
Universal human Rights will go hand in hand with Universal animal Rights
Within a transdisciplinary program concerning the ethics of living, every academic areas (sciences, human and social sciences) could think together on the question of man and animal. However in absolute terms, weapons should be forbidden around the world, in order to go further and widen the debate in other spheres; not only chemical weapons but every kind of weapons. If animals have not been as violent as humans have, it is because they were not armed. An armed man uses his weapon, violence appears where words are not enough. If talking is peculiar to man, let him talk! Let us disarm the planet and privilege dialogue, then humans will humanize… Few people are aware of the existence of the Universal Animal Rights. They were declared at la Maison de l'UNESCO, in Paris, in 1978, and written by the Fondation Droit Animal, Ethique et Sciences 29 . Has the time to talk about the Rights of Animals and the Animal Rights come when Human Rights seem to be so difficult to be implemented? In what proportions can animal serve and enrich human causes? And why should rights be assigned to animals when many men do not have any? It is to be hoped that this article will have answered those legitimate interrogations. Respect for animals will lead to respect for human beings. "In the beginning was the Word", it is then throughout words, languages and dialog, rights, laws and definitions of the most common words that behaviors will change, that respect for living in general and for man and animal in particular will enter the social and individual conducts of "humans", humans who seem in the process of humanization for some more centuries… 1256-1257. 7 Until the 20th century, many scholars thought the same thing about colored people when not presented in zoos. They were denied any kind of intelligence because they were not of the same color as the "thinking" species, which was white. And if they were black, they must have committed a terrible sin... Animals are still experiencing this sad reality. 8 If it used to be the only method to kill an animal in the less painful way, in Antiquity and Middle Ages, the alternative was to give a huge blow on the head. Today, draining out the blood is the most barbaric method ever. Times change, techniques evolve a little bit more every time but many practices remain from Antiquity in the name of religion and tradition, which are hardly bearable today. 9 Aristotle. De anima. 412a27. 10 Aristotle. De anima. II, 3, 414b18. 11 Jean Prieur. (1986) , L'âme des animaux. Robert Laffont, Paris, p. 9. : "si l'on entend par âme la partie incorporelle de l'être, le siège de la sensibilité, de l'entendement et de la volonté, la source des pensées, des attachements et des passions, le sujet commun de toutes les modifications affectives et intelligentes de la conscience, oui, les animaux ont une âme. Si l'on entend par âme le courage, les sentiments élevés, les instincts généreux d'une individualité considérée du point de vue moral, oui, les animaux ont une âme. Si l'on entend par âme un principe immatériel, mais cependant subtil et substantiel, se séparant du corps à l'heure de la mort; si l'on entend par âme un double de l'être à la ressemblance du vivant qu'il fut et lui permettant de continuer à vivre dans un autre monde, oui, les animaux ont une âme. Je dirai plus, l'animal est une âme : animal est anima." 12 The monotheist religion Sacred Texts written during Antiquity or during the Middle Ages keep raising debates about their interpretation, translations, exegesis. But they have never been so inadequate to our modern world. What is the value of a religious text asking to kill his fellow man or the living in general? Religion has two etymologies: "relegere" (to reread) or "religare" (to connect), and not to divide or to kill. Any religion causing the hatred of the other or the killing should reconsider its basis for its aim should be the exact contrary, by definition. 13 La chasse est le moyen le plus sûr pour supprimer les sentiments des hommes envers les créatures qui les entourent. 14 La corrida, ni un art, ni une culture mais la torture d'une victime designée. 15 A living being which might reincarnate, one more reason to respect it. 16 Man no longer has fangs, no more claws, he does not catch his "preys" alive, we also know today that his intestinal system, too short, is no longer adapted to meat, which creates toxicity at the end of the digestive cycle. 17 Louise Michel, Mémoires de Louise Michel. Ecrits par elle-même, Paris, Maspéro, 1976, pp. 91-92 : "On m'a souvent accusée de plus de sollicitude pour les bêtes que pour les gens : pourquoi s'attendrir sur les brutes quand les êtres raisonnables sont si malheureux ? C'est que tout va ensemble, depuis l'oiseau dont on écrase la couvée jusqu'aux nids humains décimés par la guerre. La bête crève de faim dans son trou, l'homme en meurt au loin des bornes. Et le coeur de la bête est comme le coeur humain, son cerveau est comme le cerveau humain, susceptible de sentir et de comprendre. On a beau marcher dessus, la chaleur et l'étincelle s'y réveillent toujours." 18 Claude Lévi-Strauss, Anthropologie Structurale Deux (1973), p. 53 : "… l'homme occidental ne put-il comprendre qu'en s'arrogeant le droit de séparer radicalement l'humanité de l'animalité, en accordant à l'une tout ce qu'il refusait à l'autre, il ouvrait un cercle maudit, et que la même frontière, constamment reculée, servirait à écarter des hommes d'autres hommes, et à revendiquer au profit de minorités toujours plus restreintes le privilège d'un humanisme corrompu aussitôt né pour avoir emprunté à l'amour-propre son principe et sa notion." 19 "L'homme a peu de chances de cesser d'être un tortionnaire pour l'homme, tant qu'il continuera à apprendre sur l'animal son métier de bourreau." 20 "Tant que les hommes massacreront les animaux, ils s'entre-tueront. Celui qui sème le meurtre et la douleur ne peut récolter la joie et l'amour." 21 "Les naturels sanguinaires à l'endroit des bêtes témoignent d'une propension naturelle à la cruauté". 22 Should we add a third "sapiens" so he would show at least some wisdom? The terminology sapiens sapiens was abandoned in 2003, but we can still wonder why it had been attributed in the first place. 23 "L'homme est véritablement le roi de tous les animaux, car sa cruauté dépasse celle des animaux. Nous vivons de la mort des autres. Nous sommes des tombes marchantes." 24 "J'ai renoncé depuis des années à l'utilisation de la viande, et le jour viendra où le fait de tuer un animal sera condamné au même titre que celui de tuer un humain". 25 27 Allocution of Claude Levi-Strauss in UNESCO in 1971: "Les problèmes posés par les préjugés raciaux reflètent à l'échelle humaine un problème beaucoup plus vaste et dont la solution est encore plus urgente : celui des rapports de l'homme avec les autres espèces vivantes… Le respect que nous souhaitons obtenir de l'homme envers ses semblables n'est qu'un cas particulier du respect qu'il faudrait ressentir pour toutes les formes de vie…" 28 "La cruauté envers les animaux et même déjà l'indifférence envers leur souffrance est à mon avis l'un des péchés les plus lourds de l'humanité. Il est la base de la perversité humaine. Si l'homme crée tant de souffrance, quel droit at-il de se plaindre de ses propres souffrances ?" 29 "Auschwitz commence partout où quelqu'un regarde un abattoir et pense : ce ne sont que des animaux." 30 We should redefine the meaning of "thought" in the light of scientific progress, for the plant that deviate from its path to grow better, also thinks… Hence an ethic of the living being that would integrate the living in its natural totality, and would no longer be exclusively human. 31 
